Introduction
A* algorithm is jointly proposed by P. E. H a r t, N. J. N i l s s o n and B. R a p h a e l 1968 [1] . A* algorithm is a compact and efficient algorithm. A* algorithm is a typical artificial intelligence algorithm of heuristic search. Compared to other artificial intelligence algorithms [2, 3] it has many advantages, such as shorter running time, high efficiency, easy implementation. Therefore, A* algorithm has been widely used in various fields [4] . The path planning aspects of A* algorithm application [5] have been connected with a lot of research achievements.
A* algorithm has become mature after decades of development. Currently, the way of improving A* algorithm uses two methods − lowering the algorithm running time and reducing the storage space. Usually by improving the traversal way, the algorithm running time is reduced, by changing the way the data is stored, the storage space is reduced. A* algorithm is a progressive global search algorithm, an algorithm from local start searching, through local speculation global search. Although A* algorithm is a global search algorithm, it does not traverse the full global one.
2. A* algorithm related introduction 2.1. Definition of a child node and a parent node Definition 1. The child node is an extension of the parent node, the child node always points to a parent node, the child node has one and only one parent.
Definition 2. The parent node is a node that can extend, the parent node can extend the child nodes up to 8.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the red grid is a parent node, the eight green grids are child nodes. 
Evaluation function
The core of A* algorithm is the evaluation function. A* algorithm selects the next expanded child node through an evaluation function. The evaluation function is used to get an efficient and lightweight A* algorithm. The expression of the evaluation function is (1)
, where: F(n) is the evaluation function of A* algorithm; G(n) is the actual consideration from the start node to the current node n (that is the total distance of the optimal path from the starting point to node n); H(n) is the estimated consideration from the current node n to the destination node (that is the estimated distance from node n to the target node).
The function G(n) of F(n) can actually be calculated, but H(n) (the evaluation function) cannot calculate the actual values, only estimated values of the approximate estimation. Selecting different evaluation functions H(n), obtained from different results of F(n) values, the shortest path search and the time required to run the program also vary.
Using Manhattan distance as an evaluation function
Manhattan distance is proposed by Hermann Minkowski in the nineteenth century, its representation in the geometry of space is: the distance between two points in x direction, plus y direction.
Assuming that point P1 is the node n, point P2 is the end node m, the coordinates of point P1 are (x 1 , y 1 ) and the coordinates of point P2 are (x 2 , y 2 ). Manhattan distance from node n to node m is
2. 
Structured data query_table(i, j)
The structure of the data is in MATLAB language structural body data types. The structure of the data query_table(i, j) members is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Description structure of the data group members Structured data members Description of the structure data member query_table(i, j).F recorded F value of (i, j) node (evaluation value) query_table(i, j).G record G value of (i, j) node (actual substituting value) query_table(i, j).H recorded H value of (i, j) node (estimation value) query_table(i, j). Pointer record coordinates of the parent node of the (i, j) node (record variables pointing to a parent node) query_table(i, j). State record the status of (i, j) node; state of query_table(i, j) has three values: 0 indicates a free state, 1 indicates the OPEN table state, 2 indicates the  CLOSED table state The variable of query_table(i, j).Pointer is used for recording the coordinates of the parent node of (i, j) node, e.g., query_table (2, 3) .Pointer = (2, 2) shows a parent node with 2 rows and 3 columns nodes, equal to 2 rows and 2 columns nodes.
Initialization of the structured data members query_table(i, j).State and description of the functions:
1. Initialize the structure data member of query_table(i, j).State
2. Update the instructions of the structure data members query_table(i, j).State: suppose (3, 4) node is selected as an extending parent node, (4, 5) node is the optimal extension child node of the extension node, and the query_table (4, 5) .State is equal to 0, then the extension child node joins the OPEN table, and set query_table (4, 5) .State is 1. Removing (3, 4) node from the OPEN table, while the re-set query_table (3, 4) .State is 2.
Steps of the process of improving A* algorithm
Step 1. Initializing each member of the structure data query_table(i, j).State is
Step 2. Select the starting point (i 0 , j 0 ) as the child node that the parent node is extending, and determine whether the new child node (i, j) of the query_table(i, j).State value is equal to 0 or not. If its value is equal to 0, then the new child node (i, j) of the query_table(i, j).State value is set to 1 again, and the node (i, j) adding an OPEN table, and calculate the new child node of the query_table (i, j).G, query_table(i, j).H, query_table(i, j).F value, set the new child node (i, j) of the query_table(i, j).Pointer value presents the position coordinates of the parent node, namely, query_table(i, j).Pointer = (i 0 , j 0 ). The parent node (i 0 , j 0 ) of query_table(i 0 , j 0 ).State value is reset to 2, namely, query_table(i 0 , j 0 ).State = 2.
Step 3. Selecting the minimum node (i m , j m ) of query_table(i, j).F value from the OPEN table (where in), and set the node (i m , j m ) as the extending parent node. Based on node (i m , j m ) extending a new child node, according to these new child nodes (i n , j n ) of the query_table(i n , j n ).State the value to determine whether it can be added to an OPEN table or not. If query_table(i n , j n ).State is equal to 0, the new child node can be added to an OPEN table, and set query_table(i n , j n ).State = 1, update the new child node of query_table(i, j).F and query_table(i n , j n ).Pointer. If query_table(i n , j n ).State is equal to 1, calculate the new child node of query_table(i, j).F value, if the new calculated query_table(i, j).F value is smaller than the actual value, then update the new child node of query_table(i n , j n ).F and query_table(i, j).Pointer. Query_table(i n , j n ).State is equal to 2, then it cannot join in OPEN table.
Step 4. Remove the OPEN table from the extension parent node (i m , j m ) and set query_table(i m , j m ).State = 2.
Step 5. Determine whether the new child node has a target node (endpoint) or not, otherwise go back to Step 3 to continue the cycle, if yes, exit the loop.
Since the child node only points to a parent node, the parent node along the target node refers to finding the path of the end point to the starting point. Finding the path is the optimal path which the improved A* algorithm has searched for. A specific operating procedures flow chart of the improved A* algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 point(i0, j0) ).
Select the minimum F value of the node from OPEN table, set it to the parent node can be extended
The extending parent node extending n new child node(n <= 8), removing OPEN table from the parent node, and set the parent node of query_table (im, jm). State = 2 (the coordinates of the parent node is (im, jm)).
Respectively judge this n new child node of query_table (in, jn) State is equal to 0 or 2: if it is equal to 0,then can be add OPEN Judge whether n new child node containing the destination node or not N Y Search along the direction of the pointer from the end node, until find the starting point when terminate. The node that this process traversing is optimal path with A * algorithm search.
Output optimal path End
As the starting point for the first parent node extending n child node (n <= 8). Judge these new child node of query_table (in, jn). State is equal to 0 or 2, if it is equal to 0,then can add OPEN table, and calculate new child node of query_table (in, jn). F, query_table (in, jn). G, query_table (in, jn) . H value, set query_table (in, jn). State = 1, assign the coordinates of the parent node to query_table (in, jn).
Pointer, if it is equal to 2,then can not join in OPEN table. 
Experimental simulation and performance analysis
Currently, the research advice of robot path planning is very mature. In [6] single robot path planning based on genetic algorithm is given, in [7] mobile robot path planning, based on particle swarm algorithm, in [8] − based on AFSA robot path planning, etc. Path planning is divided into global path planning and local path planning. The global path planning that is path planning under circumstances based on obstacles environment is completely known, while local path planning is the local path planning based on the local perceived obstacle environment of sensors. Single robot path planning is the global path planning based on obstacles environment. In the global path planning obstacles the environmental modelling method can be divided into: a grid method, can view method, topological hair method, free space method, neural network method, etc., [9, 10] . The grid method among all has more comprehensive reflect obstacles distribution and can only access the spatial distribution, the convenient precise movement of the robot. This paper uses the grid method for obstacle environmental modelling. (4, 4) , the end point of the grid position is (16, 16), as it is shown in Fig. 4 . Experiment two uses a grid map of size 36 × 36, the starting point of the grid position is (1, 1) , the end point of the grid position is (36, 36), as it is shown in Fig. 5 . In the grid diagram of experiment one and experiment two, each side of the grid is fixed at 1 cm. The black grid of the grid diagram is the barrier that cannot be passed through, the white grid shows no obstacle space that can pass through, the blue grid shows the end of robot motion paths, the red grid represents the starting path.
Experimental research
The simulation platform is MATLAB R2010A software and VC ++ 6.0 software. Using MATLAB R2010A software development A* algorithm, the optimal path of the grid map is obtained, with VC ++ 6.0 software drawing the optimal path diagram of A* algorithm searched for.
Experiment one
Figs 6 and 7 are the path optimization renderings based on an experiment with one grid diagram, where the path with the yellow grid in it is the optimal path from the starting point to the end point. The path composed of yellow grid is the optimal path with traditional A* algorithm searched in Fig. 6 , the path composed of an yellow grid is the optimal path with improved A* algorithm searched in Fig. 7 . Comparing Figs 6 and 7, it can be seen that the optimal path search with improved A* algorithm is shorter than with traditional A* algorithm search. Since A* algorithm and improved A* algorithms are run 20 times respectively, and then averaged, obtain the data shown in Table 2 . The following uses specific data to describe the optimal path difference of the two diagrams. Under the same conditions of running 20 times for averaging, the optimal length decreased by 3.11%, the running efficiency can be improved by 43.25% , as shown in Table 3 for the two algorithms of the optimal path contrast. From the experimental results of experiments one and two, it can be seen that the running time of the improved the A* algorithm is reduced more than 40%, while the shortest path is also with a slight decrease. The use of the structured data members biao (i, j) instead of the query function of the OPEN table and CLOSED  table, can efficiently reduce the operating frequency per query and improve the operating efficiency of the algorithm.
Conclusion
The paper provides structured data biao (i, j) instead of the improved method that looks up the OPEN table and the CLOSED table, so that the method can improve the operating efficiency of the algorithm theoretically. Through two different obstacles distributions, comparative experiments for A* algorithm and improved A* algorithm are executed, respectively running 20 times. The experimental data obtained show that the operating efficiency of the improved A* algorithm is increased by more than 40%, while the shortest path optimization is not obvious.
